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1. Introduction
This report describes the contents of the first version of the public website of MAVEN, at
the moment when it is made visible to the public.

1.1. Intended public
As the website is mainly intended to raise awareness about the project itself and the
problems related to data management and security in an ever-increasing amount of
multimedia files, the objective public are non-specialists, in particular people belonging to
the Security and Media sectors. Hence, the language used in the website is non-technical.

1.2. Location of the website
The website is visible from the URL http://www.maven-project.eu
The domain is managed by the Project Coordinator.

2. Description of the website
2.1. General organization and sitemap
The website is organized as indicated in the following figure.

Figure 1: site map

The layout of the website is composed of:



A header, which displays the project title and its logo. The European flag and the
“Capacities” logo are also displayed.
A left navigation bar, displaying the navigation menu.
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A space for the content of each section. The European flag and the “Capacities” logo
are displayed again at the bottom of this space.

Figure 2: Layout of the website

2.2. Contents of each section
2.2.1. Home
This section contains an introduction to MAVEN, answering the following three questions
about the project:


What is MAVEN?



Why MAVEN?



What will MAVEN do?

A screen capture of the home page is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Home page

2.2.2. The project
This section contains a description of the different work packages comprising the MAVEN
project. A screen capture of this section is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The Project section

2.2.3. The partners
This section provides information about the partners that make up the consortium of
MAVEN. For each of the companies the logo and a brief description are shown. Figure 5
contains a screen capture of this section.
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Figure 5: Partners section

2.2.4. Downloads
This section is intended as a repository of documents produced during the course of the
project that will be made available to the general public. Figure 6 contains a screen
capture of this section.
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Figure 6: Downloads section

2.2.5. In the news
This section will contain both announcements about the progress of MAVEN and news
related to the problems addressed by the project. At the date of creation of this document,
this section is empty.

2.2.6. Contact
Visitors can leave comments and contact the partners of MAVEN, sending an email to
info@maven-project.eu through the link contained in this section. A screen capture is
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Contact section

